In this paper we introduce a concept of quasiconjugate for functions detined on R" whose values are in ii. The conjugacy correspondence between functions and their quasiconjugates is one-to-one and symmetric in a class of quasiconvex functions whose minimizer on R" is located at the origin. By using the concept of quasiconjugate we obtain a duality relationship between Quasiconvex Minimization under a Reverse Convex Constraint and Quasiconvex Maximization under a Convex Constraint. This duality relationship allows us to establish a primaldual pair in a class of nonconvex optimization problems without the duality gap. Several applications are given. (0 1991 Academic Press. 1~.
INTRODUCTION
In Global Optimization theory there are two typical problems that are convex (or more generally, quasiconvex) maximization over a convex set and convex (or more generally, quasiconvex) minimization over the complementary of a convex set. These two problems are often called Concave Program and Reverse Convex Program, respectively. In Concave Program due to the objective function a local optimum may not be a global one whereas in Reverse Convex Constraint due to the constraint a local optimum may not be a global one. By an additional variable a concave program can be converted into a reverse convex program. Therefore, Reverse Convex Program is seemingly more complicated than Concave Program. But in this paper we shall see that Concave Program and Reverse Convex Program actually have the same level of difficulty.
Concave Program was studied first by H. Tuy in 1964 (see [34] ). Up to now Concave Program has attracted numerous algorithmic studies (see, e.g., Zwart [42, 43] , Taha [26] , Tuy [35] , Thoai and Tuy [31] , Hoffman [12] , Falk and Hoffman [S] , Mukhamediev [17] , Horst [14, 151, Tuy, Thieu, and Thai [36] , Rosen [20] , Rosen and Pardalos [21] , and their references). Reverse Convex Program was studied later (see, e.g., Hillestad and Jacobsen [9, 10] , Singer [22] , Tuy [37] , Tuy and Thuong [38, 39] , Muu [18] , Thach [27] , Thoai [32] , Fulop [7] ). In [37] Tuy show that under the stability condition a reverse convex program can be systematically reduced to a sequence of linearly constrained convex maximization problems.
The purpose of this paper is to present a duality relationship between Concave Program and Reverse Convex Program. A concave program corresponds to the dual problem (in the dual space) which is a reverse convex program and a reverse convex program corresponds to the dual problem (in the dual space) which is a concave program. The correspondence is symmetric. If an optimal solution of the dual problem has been known then by solving an ordinary convex program we can obtain an optimal solution of the primal problem. In some cases, by the existing methods, the dual problem is much easier than the primal one and hence instead of solving the primal we can solve the dual. By this way we obtain a new approach for algorithmic studies for Concave Program and Reverse Convex Program. The duality relationship is based on a concept of quasiconjugate of functions.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we introduce a concept of quasiconjugate for functions defined on R" whose values are in i? (R = R u { f co } ) and give several illustrative examples. In Section 3
we give some basic properties of quasiconjugates and conjugacy correspondences between a function and its quasiconjugate. In Section 4 we introduce a relation between quasiconjugates and quasiconvex hulls of functions. In Section 5 we establish a duality relationship between Concave Program and Reverse Convex Program. In Section 6 we give some applications. Finally, we devote Section 7 to discussions.
QUASICONJUGATES OF FUNCTIONS
DEFINITION 2.1. Let f: R" -+ R be an arbitrary function. We call the quasiconjugate off, denoted by f ", a function defined as
if u =O.
By Definition 2.1, if u # 0 then
Therefore, the quasiconjugate functionfH has always a minimizer at 0, i.e., f"(0) =min{fH(u): u E R"}.
Let us consider several examples.
( II.11 denotes the euclidean norm). Suppose that u # 0 and
Since f( . ) is the minkowski functional of the convex set containing 0 in its interior, one has a > 0. By the duality principle in Tuy [37] one has a = inf{f(x): (x, 21) 2 l} -21=max{(x,o):f(x)<cr}.
Since f( . ) is the minkowski functional of Y", one has {x:f(x)<a}=aYO.
From (4) this implies 1=max{(ax,u):x~Y~}=amax{(x,u):x~Y~}.
From the above examples we can obtain many others by noting that
(f+a)"=fH-a Va. (6) 3. BASIC PROPERTIES OF QUASICONJUGATE FUNCTIONS AND CORRESPONDENCE BETWEEN FUNCTIONS AND THEIR QUASICONJUGATES THEOREM 3.1. Let f: R" + R be an arbitrary function. The quasiconjugate function f H is quasiconuex on R" and satisfies f"(mf"(w VUER", VIE [0, 11.
ProofI It is obvious that (7) is true if u = 0. In view of (3) we also see that (7) is true for A= 0. Now let u # 0 and I E (0, 11. Then, one has {x: (u,x)~l}~{x:~(u,x)bl} *inf{f(x):
(u, x) 2 l} <inf{f(x): (Au, x) 2 l} *f"(u)af"(nu).
Thus, (7) 
We say that a functionf: R" + R achieves the maximum value at the infinite if j-(x,) -+ sup{f(x): XE R"} for any sequence {xnj such that llxnll + + co. LEMMA 3.1. Assume that f: R" -+ R achieves the maximum value at the infinite. Zf f is lower semi-continuous (kc) then it has a minimizer on every nonempty closed subset of R".
Proof Let M be a nonempty closed set in R". Since f is lsc, it has a minimizer on any compact set. Therefore, if f has no minimizer on M then there exists a sequence {x,} G A4 such that jjx,jj -+ + CC and f(x,) -+ inf{ f(x): x E M}. Thus, by Definition 3.1 one has sup{f(x):xER"}= lim f(x,)=inf{f(x):xEM}. n-a Therefore, f(x) = const for every x E M. This conflicts with the fact that f( .) has no minimizer on M. 1 THEOREM 3.2. Zf f is continuous at 0 and
then f H achieves the maximum value at the infinite. And if f achieves the maximum value at the infinite then f H is continuous at 0 and
Proof: Assume that f is continuous at 0 and (9) occurs. Then,
Let {o,} be a sequence of vectors in R" such that Iju,Il + cc (n + co). Then, fH(u,) = -i;f{f(x):
Since lIu,/ll~,l1211 = l/llu,ll +O (n + co), this implies that
So, f" achieves the maximum value at the infinite. In order to prove the second assertion it remains to prove that f H is continuous at 0 when f achieves the maximum value at the infinite. Suppose that {un} is a sequence of vectors in R" such that u, --* 0 (n + co). For each n there must exist a point x, such that (X", %> 2 1 (10) f(x,) < inf{f(x): (4 0, > 2 1 > + l/n.
Since u,+O (n+co), from (10) it follows that Ilx,II --f cc (n + co). Therefore, f(x,) tends to sup{f( x : XE R"}. From (11) it follows that )
So, one has
Thus, S" is continuous at 0. 1 THEOREM 3.3. Zf f is upper semi-continuous (USC) then f H is kc. Zf f is Isc and achieves the maximum value at the infinite then f H is USC.
Proof: Since the point-to-set map v H {x: (v, x) > 1 } is lsc at any v # 0, from the upper semicontinuity off it follows that the function v~inf{f(x):
(v,x)>l} is USC at any v # 0 (see, e.g., Fiacco [6, Theorem 2.2.1 I), and hence the function f H is lsc at any v # 0. Further, from (3) it follows that f H is always lsc at 0. Thus, f" is lsc on R" when f is USC. Now, assume that f is lsc and achieves the maximum value at the infinite. Suppose that (vn} + 17. We need prove that 7 lim f"(v,)<f"(C).
By Lemma 3.1, for each n there exists x, such that (12) f
For any subsequence {x,J such that IIx,J + cc one has
= -sup{f(x):xER"}=fH(0)<fH(fi).
(13) --On the other hand, for any subsequence {xn,> -+ X we have (x, v) > 1. Therefore, by virtue of the lower semicontinuity off one has lim(x,J2f(4
From (13) and (14) it follows (12) . (14) DEFINITION 3.2. A function f: R" + 1 is said to be strictly quasiconvex in the weak sense at a E R" if for all x E R" satisfying
VA E (0, 1 ), DEFINITION 3.3. A function f: R" --f R is said to be strictly quasiconvex in the weak sense on R" if it is strictly quasiconvex in the weak sense at each point in R".
It can be easily seen that, in the general case, the strict quasiconvexity (see, e.g., Mangasarian [16] ) implies the strict quasiconvexity in the weak sense. But, if either sup { f ( x :x~R"}=cc orf(.) hasnomaximizeron R" ) then the strict quasiconvexity in the weak sense is equivalent to the strict quasiconvexity.
THEOREM 3.4. Assume that a Isc function f achieves the maximum value at the infinite and f(0) = inf{ f( x : x E R"}. Zf f is strictly quasiconvex in the ) weak sense at 0 then f" is strictly quasiconvex in the weak sense on R".
Proof: First, we prove that f" is strict quasiconvex in the weak sense at 0. Let V be a vector in R" such that
In view of (7) we see that
Therefore,
Since f is strictly quasiconvex in the weak sense at 0, this implies that
Combining this and (15) yields f"(6) >f"(G). So, J'" is strictly quasiconvex in the weak sense at 0. Now, let u1 and u2 be two vectors in R" such that f"(ol) <fH(u,) < sup.{f"(u): UE R"j.
Assume that there is 1 E (0, 1) satisfying
Then, from the quasiconvexity offH it follows that
Denote by S the set {UE R":fH(u) <fH(u2)} and by M the line segment [u, + A(u, -vi), u2]. Since f is lsc and achieves the maximum value at the infinite, by Theorem 3.3 S is an open set. It is clear that S n M = $25. Therefore, S and M can be separated by hyperplane {u: I(u) = 0}, i.e.,
where 1( .) is an affine function on R" (see, e.g., Tuy [do], Holmes [ 131).
On the other hand, since sup f"(u) >Y(U*) =fH(u, + A(r, -01)) >f"(r,) >f"(O), OER" from the strict quasiconvexity in the weak sense offH at 0 it follows that
This implies that eu, E s WE(0, 1) qu, + A(u, -Ill)) E s VBE (0, 1). Therefore, z(eu,) < 0 vee (0, 1)
Letting 8+ 1 we obtain l(u,)<O and l(u,+1(u,--u,))<O. So, from (17) one has I(Q) = 0 and l(u, + I(u, -ul)) = 0. This means that the hyperplane {u: Z(u) = 0) contains the line passing through u1 and u2. Therefore, I(u,) = 0. Since ur ES, we arrive at a contradiction with (16). So, we must have f"(vl+n(v,-u,))<fH (uZ) for all 1~(0, 1). Thus, f" is strictly quasiconvex in the weak sense on R". 1
QUASICONVEX HULLS AND BIQUASICONJUGATES OF FUNCTIONS
First, we introduce a concept of quasiconvex hull of functions. Then, we obtain the function h: R" + R. We are going to prove (18) . Suppose that h(Z) <a. From (20) this implies that there exists y smaller than a such that ZEuE,Bconv(x:f(x)</?}.
Since y<a, from (19) it follows that Z~conv{x: f(x)<a}.
Conversely, suppose that X~conv{x: f(x)ca}. From (19) it follows that there is y smaller than a such that XE conv(x: f(x) c r}. Then; (20) implies that h(Z) < y. So, h(Z) <a.
To complete the proof it remains to prove that a quasiconvex hull off is unique. Suppose that h and g are quasiconvex hulls off: By the definition of quasiconvex hull one has {x: h(x) <a} = {x: g(x) < a}
Va.
This implies that h(x) = g(x) for all x E R", i.e., h = g. i The following theorem will give a relation between the quasiconvex hull and the biquasiconjugate of a function. Then, the biquasiconjugate off coincides with its quasiconvex hull.
Proof. We need first the following lemma. 
Combining this and (23) yields fHH(0)~inf{fHH(x):~~R"\{O}}. (25) x But by virtue of (3) one has f""(0) = inf{fHH(x): x E R"). (26) From (24), (25) , and (26) Moreover, since f HH is quasiconvex (Theorem 3.1), the set {x: fHH(x) < a} is convex and hence it must contain conv{x: f(x) < a}. We are going to prove the inverse inclusion, i.e., {x: f""(x) < a} E conv(x: f(x) < a}. Indeed, let X4 conv(x: f(x) < a}. Since one has 
Since x does not belong to the open convex set conv{x: f(x) < a}, there is a hyperplane separating X from conv{x: f(x) < a} (see, e.g., Tuy [40] or Holmes [13] ). Furthermore, from (27) it follows that the separting hyperplane can be taken as a form {x: (6, x) = 1 } where 0 satisfies (V,X)>l (28) (V,x)<l
From ( 
Now we prove the inverse inclusion. Let x$conv{x: f(x) < a}. Since x < CI l!sx~~(to~ x* buch that is a compact set, conv{ x: f (x) < CC} is closed. Therefore, there <x*, x) 2 1 (34) <x*,y> < 1 vy: f ( y) G a. Thus h(x) <f"(x). So, f"" is the quasiconvex hull ofJ: 1 COROLLARY 4.3. Let f be a IX, quasiconvex function satisfying (21) . Zff achieves the maximum value at the infinite then f HH = f.
DUALITY RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN QUASICONVEX MAXIMIZATION UNDER A CONVEX CONSTRAINT AND QUASICONVEX MINIMIZATION UNDER A REVERSE CONVEX CONSTRAINT
We consider a quasiconvex maximization over a convex set max{f(x):xED},
where f( .) is an USC quasiconvex function and D a compact convex set. Even in a special case where f is a convex quadratic function and D is defined by a finite number of linear inequations, this problem is NP-hard. We see that problem (P) can be regarded as a special case of a more general one min{ g(x): x E M\int G), (38) where g( .) is a lsc quasiconvex function achieving the maximum value at the infinite and M, G are closed convex sets (M is not singleton). Problem (38) is often called a d.c. programming (see Tuy [41] ). Even in a special case where g( .) is a constant function, M is defined by a linite number of linear equations and G is a sphere, problem (38) is NP-Complete. Suppose that by minimizing function g( -) on M we obtain a solution z. If z # int G then we are done: z is also an optimal solution to (38) (the reverse convex constraint is not essential). Otherwise we can transform (38) into a quasiconvex minimization over the complementary of a convex set in the standard form. Indeed, by setting G=G-z, g(x) = min{ g(z), g(x + z) + 6(x + z 1 M)} problem (38) can be transformed into min( g(x): x $ int G},
where 0 E int G, g is lsc, quasiconvex, achieves the maximum value at the infinite and satisfies g(0) = inf{ g(x): x E R"\(O)}.
In the sequel we introduce definitions of dual problems of (P) and (Q), respectively. We see that if a quasiconvex maximization over a convex set (P) is in the standard form then its dual is a quasiconvex minimization over the complement of a convex set and the dual is also in the standard form. Indeed, since D is a compact set, Do contains 0 in its interior and since f is USC, quasiconvex and satisfies it is continuous at 0. By Theorems 3.2, 3.3, and Corollary 4.2, f" is a lsc quasiconvex function achieving the maximum value at the infinite and satisfies f"(0) = inf fo(x).
XR"
Analogously, the dual of (Q) is a quasiconvex maximization over a convex set in the standard form. Furthermore, since Do0 = D and f HH =f (see Corollaries 4.1 and 4.3), we see that the dual problem of (P*), denoted by (P**) is nothing but (P). Analogously, one has (Q**) is the same as (Q), So, we obtain an one-to-one correspondence between a class of quasiconvex maximization problems with a convex constraint in the standard form and a class of quasiconvex minimization problems with a reverse convex constraint in the standard form. The correspondence is symmetric. Before giving the duality relationship between (P) and (P*), let us recall the definition of a normal cone. DEFINITION 5.4 . Let C be a closed convex set in R", x a point in R" (x does not necessarily belong to C). The cone {vER": (v,z-x)<OVZEC} is called the normal cone to C at x and is denoted by N(C, x). THEOREM 5.1. Let (P) be a quasiconvex maximization over a closed convex set in the standard form 'and (P*) the dual of (P). One has the following duality relationship.
(i) -sup(P) = inf(P*).
(ii) If X is an optimal solution to (P) then every minimizer off H on the halfpace {u E R": (2, v ) 2 1 } is an optimal solution to (P*).
(iii) Zf V is an optimal solution to (P*) then for any ZEN(D', O)\(O) the vector x/l(V, 2) is an optimal solution to (P). (ii) Suppose that X is an optimal solution to (P), i.e., fED;
f(X) = sup(P).
Let V be a minimizer of f" on the halfspace {u E R": (2, u ) 2 1 }. Since X E D, the set {u E R": (2, u) 2 1) is contained in the feasible set {u: u $4 int Do} of (P*). Furthermore,
Therefore, 0 is an optimal solution to (P*).
(iii) Suppose that V is an optimal solution to (P*). 
If we denote by -a the optimal value in the dual problem then l/u will be the optimal value in (40) . By The maximization of the function v ~1 -l/max{ (u, x): x E V} is equivalent to the maximization of the function u H max{ (u, x): x E V}. So, the dual can be rewritten as This problem is a bilinear programming. Thus, we have the duality relationship between a minimax problem with a reverse convex constraint and a bilinear programming. Since in finite dimension cases the dimension of the initial space is equal to the dimension of the dual space, the number of variables in the primal problem is equal to the number of variables in the dual problem. But in the following application we shall show that for some time the dimension of the dual problem can be strongly reduced and much smaller than the dimension of the primal. 
with B being a m x n-matrix and h( .) a convex function defined on R" such that {y: h(y)<O} is bounded. It is obvious that g( .) is a finite convex function and g(0) = -1 < 0. If denote
then problem (43) can be rewritten as min{ IIxII': xE R"\int G}. By virtue of (44) and (45) we can see that Go = {u E R": u = BTy for some y satisfying h(y) GO}. Now the dual of (43) 
This is a convex maximization on a convex set in R". Thus, the dimension of the primal problem is n whereas the dimension of the dual (47) is m. If m 4 iz then it will be much more appropriate to solve (47) (in R") than to solve directly (43) (in R").
DISCUSSION
In this section we discuss the relations between our results with the previous one.
In Singer [23] a concept of general conjugation was introduced. An operator c which associates each function f: R" + R with a function f ': R" + R is called a conjugation if
where c1 E R, fi: R" + R Vie Z. The conjugate operator H (Definition 2.1) always satisfies (49) (see (6) ), whereas it does not satisfy (48). Indeed, it is easy to check that (inf,,, fi)" coincides with supiS, f y at every point except the origin. Thus, the quasiconjugate operator His not a conjugation in the sense given in [23] .
In Greenberg et al. [8] , Crouzeix [3] , Atteia et al. Cl], and Singer [24 J several attempts have been made to represent the lower semi-continuous quasiconvex hull off (i.e., the greatest lower semi-continuous quasiconvex fuction majorized by f) as a second conjugate off, in some sense. For instance, Singer [24] has introduced, for any f: R" + i? and 1 E R, the "A-semi-conjugate" fi off, as the function defined by f:(u) = A-1 -inf(f(x):
(u, x) > 2 -1 }
and he has proved that the function few := sup (fX(x)
i. E R
coincides with the lower semi-continuous quasiconvex hull off: In those papers a class of quite general functions has been considered. But in order to obtain the semi-continuous quasiconvex hull the previous works use more than one operator. For example, in Singer [24] we have to use the "A-semi-conjugate" operator (see (50)) and the "normalized second semiconjugate" (see (51) By Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 if eitherfis USC orfis lsc and achieves the maximum value at the infinite, then the quasiconvex hull off can be obtained by using only the quasiconjugate and it is exactly the biquasiconjugate of J:
Of course, if f is lsc and achieves the maximum value at the infinite then the quasiconvex hull off is lsc (Theorem 4.2) and hence it is the semicontinuous quasiconvex hull off as well. In recent years, Duality Theory in Nonconvex Optimization, especially, in D.C. Minimization has attracted attention from several researchers (see, e.g., Pshenichnyyi [19] , Toland [33] , Hiriart-Urruty et al. [4, 111) . The, approaches in the papers mentioned above are based on the formula (g-h)*(u)= uEvh* Ig*(o++h*w Vu E R", where h is a convex function and h*, g* denote the conjugates of h, g, respectively. In Hiriart-Urruty [ 111, the dual of a convex maximization problem with a convex constraint also is obtained that is a d.c. minimization problem (a problem of minimizing a d.c. function). For example, if we consider the primal problem given in Application 5.1 then the dual can be determined as min{(l/4) uTap'u-/Iv/I: UE R"] (see [ll] ). But, by the approaches in those papers we could not obtain a dual problem for a general reverse convex program, especially, we could not obtain a duality relationship between Concave Program and Reverse Convex Program.
